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The object of this article is the expressions of artistic conception with lacquer 
painting art language in landscape lacquer painting creation. The soul of landscape 
lacquer paintings lies in aesthetic perception and artistic conception. The aesthetic 
perception of a landscape lacquer painting is the harmony and unity of the texture 
created by specific lacquer painting language and the implicative colors of Chinese 
lacquer. The artistic conception is the perfect expression of lacquer painter’s 
subjective emotions.  
The most significant issue in landscape lacquer paintings is how to express the 
artistic conception with lacquer painting language and colors. As for lacquer 
paintings, few theories are expounded on artistic conception, there are rare 
discussions on how to shape artistic conception with lacquer painting language, and 
no systematic theory has been formed. Throughout the contemporary landscape 
lacquer paintings, a portion of them have been caught in the black hole of chasing 
and showing off skills blindly and have turned a blind eye to the expression of 
artistic conception. Combined with the need for the development of lacquer painting 
culture, as for the artistic exploration and development in lacquer paintings as well 
as the inheritance of lacquer painting culture, it is an extremely important and 
significant issue to analyze and discuss the expressions of artistic conception with 
lacquer painting language in landscape lacquer paintings. 
First, this article stated the definition of artistic conception, emphasized the 
significance of artistic conception in landscape paintings, found the artistic 
conception’s deficiency in the contemporary landscape lacquer paintings, and then 
expounded how to achieve artistic conception. Second, based on the analysis of 
skills and colors in landscape lacquer paintings, this article showed how they 















unique texture and colors in lacquer, paintings enjoyed harmony and unity, the 
gradation of colors had aesthetic perception with delicate changes, the overall effect 
of the picture afforded more for thought. A bridge between artists and audience was 
built by the artistic effect and artistic conception with the combination of skills and 
colors. With the logic of thinking and carding method, I set up a basic theoretical 
framework on the expressions of artistic conception with lacquer painting language 
in landscape lacquer painting creation, which offered theoretical support and made a 
better combination of theory and practice in my  landscape lacquer painting 
creation.  
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